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The Pines
Phantom Limb

Tried to figure out the lyrics en chords myself as there were none available on 
the web, so there are some errors in the lyrics and probably the chords as well,

because i can t really understand sometimes what s being sung. Perhaps someone
has 
a better ear / is a native speaker and does understand, feel free to comment... 
Hope it is of enough quality for you to enjoy.

Phantom Limb â€“ The Pines
Capo  5
A?              F/A            F+E           Dm             Em             Am
507650          -03210          133210          xx0231          022000         
x02210
A               G              C              D              
-02220          320033          032010          xx0232          
/ is a barr / 1-2-3-4 /

Intro:
       A?               /F/A                        /A?
 Itâ€™s clear      to a minor or a massive degreer
/F/A                  /A
Gotta start thinking free

Vers:
/C      /Am    /       E      /       E
You owe a debt to working hands
Left with nothing left with nothing else to spend
I couldnâ€™t bare to play a game
That left and broken hearted I gotta get away

Pr. Chorus:
F+E    /F+E   /G         /C         /D     /Dm 
Going out into the pines, Way up in the hills
                F+E/G  /C     /D
All the people I left behind, Fight each other still

Chorus:
G       D      /Em    Bm     /A
It aint such a heavy load
When your mind is free to roam
Now I know when Iâ€™m among the trees yeah, Gonna
Start living for myself, start living free

Verse:
/C      /Am    /       E      /       E
Drove into a bottle neck, on a one way road
Telling me I got choices but baby I got no hope 



Such a dirty mouth a defamation behind a smile
Can anything your saying make it all worth while

Pr. Chorus:
F+E    /F+E   /G         /C         /D     /Dm 
Going out into the pines, Way up in the hills
                F+E/G  /C     /D
All the people I left behind, Fight each other still

Bridge:
G(355433)       /       D(x57775)      /
Guess I had a vulnerable mind
That tuning in to July
Felt like every dream I had 
Just a few little white lies
Just when you need your friend
And your armor is dying a harpor (?)
Baby your weakest hour is there
To struck a deal to pull you under

Chorus:
G       D      /Em    Bm     /A
It aint such a heavy load
When your mind is free to roam
Now I know when Iâ€™m among the trees yeah, Gonna
Start living for myself, start living free

For more info about the band:
http://phantomlimbmusic.com/


